
Can vs Could

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

The importance of systematically training and developing the remaining
senses of their pupils ________not be too strongly impressed on those who
educate the blind.

1.

I ________ see him now-how funny and white his face looked in that
half-lighted room-how his hands trembled.
2.

He knew there was some reason, an important one, but for the life of him
he ________n't remember.
3.

In the domain of sentiment the two sexes differ very much from each other,
but we ________not say that one surpasses the other.
4.

It ________not be too strongly insisted upon that we absolutely know that
the statement just made is correct, and that avoiding the diseases referred to
becomes as a consequence entirely a matter of preventing the entrance of
mosquitoes into houses.

5.

All we ________ do is to drink them in day by day, modify and change our
opinions on the morrow, and enjoy ourselves with such thrills as one gets
nowhere else in the civilized world.

6.

It was all I ________ do for her; I would have gone down into the grave for
her.
7.

I have been a soldier myself; and I ________ assure you, with truth, that I
have never seen an officer under whom I would more gladly march than
yourself.

8.

No; Jack felt that he ________ not do that.9.

He repeated the words as though he ________ not understand them.10.

But at last he found that he ________n't get anything to eat unless he did
some work for it.
11.
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It ________not be too strongly insisted that the way to write the strict
story part of a story is to strive to see the thing in imagination and to get it on
paper with the breath of life in it.

12.

That's no trifle, I ________ assure you.13.

I wish you ________ see the boats go out.14.

I tried all I ________ to talk him out of it, but absolutely without effect.15.

Then they tried to draw apart, but they found they ________ not do it.16.

If you do what I want-well, my dear, all I ________ say is this, that I shall
do my utmost to get you into the club.
17.

Once outside, he felt that he ________ obtain help from some quarter.18.

He was in a bad box and there was nothing we ________ do to help him.19.

She said she did not want to live, had done something wrong but
________ not or would not say what it was.
20.
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